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In  these   Notes  barometric   pressures   are  mainly   expressed  in   term,s*  of  the
millibar,  the  unit  which,  by   i-nternational  agreement9  is   strongly  Profirred  foJ.
this  purpose

lcJ00mb--7sOrmHg~-2;9.5inHgappro,ximately.
Accverate  equivalents  are  given  on  p.  3.



NATIONAL    PHYSICAL    LABORATORY

Measurement of Pressure

with the Mercury Barometer

INTRODUCTION

THESE   NOTEs  have  been  written  to  assist  those  workers  in  industry  and

;i::eiajn:jn;jiiri:;ii#:e:n!ijfd:i;gwieiia!::te;:5yiiy::i:3:::1:#s::;S|;oa:i;i:ii;i;u#ifi:a:ij:ai;;ti;:I:
relative  to  some  other  pressure.
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scales  of altitude  such  as  are marked on certain mercury barometers to  serve
as the basis of calibration of aircraft altimeters. Nor are these Notes intended
for  meteorolodcal  work.    It  is  the  intention  of the  Meteorological Office  to
amend their current practice  to  accord  with  tbe  new  barometer  conventions

:s:ttartge::;;56b£'r§e¥i3:nti:]t`kF:£:eoxr§i:st:efae[:.%:Hc¥rboopork9.tep€ebt]::[nsedw]LLyaEpt#r

FUNDAMENTAL    CONSIDERATIONS

Primarily, tbe mercury barometer or manometer measures fe in the ftydfostatic
equation

pTP2.--Pgh
whe;Ie (fig.  1)

p[ and p2  are the pressures (force per unit area) acting on the mercury surfaces,
p   is the density of the mercury,
g   is the value of gravity acting on the mercury, and
fe   is trie vertical distance between the mercury surfaces.

IpnatggBa:%E.et]:trt9,g2c];Smnp°a¥|%alt¥tfe*°;gnnda:h%:cqoufite;°cnugteoc£:;S?o=rpe%feai8;E£:
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by about  I  in 2cO.  Consequently in au but rough work p and g must be stated
or  implied.  It  is  not  usual  or  convenient  to  give  p  directly,  but  instead  the
temperature of the mercury is stated.  Furtber,  for convenience of comparison

P2

a

/
p"La=°pFhe#pr2                                           Ba:o=mpegthe r

FIG.I. The fundamental hydrostatic equation applied to a manometer and a barometer

i:i:|iyF::¥::i:c:F:i:',n:d±r:sr'r.fb:a;ion|;:;;i`e::t::de%%sr:a::r!sta:r:e::o:ftxt;oi;t:::::3i::::e:e![
observation.
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value  of gravity,  is  not  an  expression  of pressure  in  the  basic  terms  of force

B::ssuunrjetsai:e%LCEharb]¥sifcnt:hiissc;netrue¥e:±eze%?Vaannfat8beesu°sfeeoxfp:fi:S`ELpbaarr:::tun;a
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•  This  process  has
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below  it.

often  been  referred  to  as  .`reduction''.  a



strongly   preferred   for   the   expression   of  barometric   pressures.   The   same
proposal is under favourable discussion by the committee of the International
Organization for Standardization (I.S.O.) concerned with Quantities, Symbols,
Units  and  Conversion  Tables,  and is being adopted in British Standard 2520:
Barometer Conventions and Tables (;.c/  /).

Apart  from  the  dyne  per  square  centimetre  (dyn/cm2)  the  following  three
pressure  units  only  are  now  recognized,  on  international  authority,   for  the
expression of barometric pressures.

BAROMETRIC   PRESSURE    UNITS

¢i) The millibar, (mb), equal to lan dyn|cnd.
This is  the strongly proferred unit.

¢ii)  The   milli:metre   Of  mercury   at  arc   and   standard
gravity, 980.665 cm|s8, (mmHg).
This unit is preferred to unit ¢iti).

(iii) The  inch  Of mercury  at arc  and  standard  gravity,
980.665  cm|s:2, (inHg)`

By   ``meroury   at   OPC"   is   meant   a   hypothetical  fould   .
having  the  imariable  density  Of  exactly  13.S951  g/cwi.

The value of the density of mercury quoted above is intended as an unchanging
conventional  value.    It  also  represents  the  density  of  pure  mercury  at  0°C
under  760  mmHg  pressure  as  closely  as  present  knowledge  permits.     The
association of a specific value of the density of mercury with the units (ii) and
(iii)  renders  the definitions precise  and establishes exact relationships  between
all  three  units.  To  the  number  of significant  figures  shown  below9  these  are
as follows.  (As  in   B.S.  2520,   the  length  "1   inch"  is   taken   to   equal   25.4
milimetres   exactly.

Relationships between barometric pressure units

Pressure  unit mb                               mmHg

:::Hg    =    I      :.'333224

I  inHg 33.863   9

0.750  062

i

25 .4 exactly

0.029   530  0

0.039   370   I

1

Attention is drawn to the standard forms of the symbols for the three units,
as  quoted  above,  namely,  mb,  mmHg  and  inHg.  These  are  the  same  in  the
singular  and  plural;  thus,  for  example,  both  "millibar"  and  "millibars"  are
represented  by  ``mb"  without  an  "s".  It  should  be  noted  that  no  full  stop  is
associated with any symbol.

In the past it was not clear whether the millimetre and inch scales were to be
regarded as scales of pressure (as they are on aneroid barometers, for example)
or  as  scales  of .length  set  up  to  measure  the  height  of the  mercury  column.
The millibar scale has been free from such doubt as the millibar is an absolute
pressure  unit.    With  the exclusive  adoption  of these  three units  (mb,  mmHg



and  inHg)   it   has   been  decided  intemationally  to  regard  aH  three  scales  as
Pressure  scales  giving  readings  in  the  respective  authorized  Pressure  units.

teitpehraastu¥:e:naeefatv::yt.t|iew:fitgbnete°v:dtefinet,¥£:::fgre:0:Ea¥tfi±:[dnedp[%:fieonnts
mercury   barometers    bearing   press.ure   scales    (n|b:   ,qumHg_,  inHg)  win
Corr?Ct`r`r.rid.r`f`rl`r    r`ffa^+^J       TT``_+I_ __       _    _  _  _     ]i

;:=:SE;nod=n£]#cTtff:£teedscaFeu¥sb::'£esan::p:hnedsmaa:`%rT;;n(-tar;;€:§°i¥+t=8+:cfb€::WlgJ:cso

iemmpeerrcaut:yre6atrboembeat::,mtateerref::e:]%ifiwi:£Tdfceapt:npdre°s:utrhe::Coa±ee::i¥T:rta£:rceh%{sse:i
pressure  units  only when  the  whole instrument is  under  certain  conditions  of
temperature  and  gravity.   These  are  referred  to  as  the  5fa#cJaj.d  I.7€Sfr%77£€#fcz/
co7?dz.f£.our.  Great  advantages  arise  if these  conditions  are  the  same  as  those
associated witfi tfie accepted pressure units and therefore,  the following condi.
tions have also been internationally agreed.

STANDARD    INSTRUMENTAL    CONDITIONS

¥_f,i;I_f try bal.ormeters bearipg :cales^ representing prlllibars ,millimetres..Of in.eroury or iwiches Of m6roury , slinll mea-;irr'e

Pr_f_S5ur?,S dire,ctl.y iT the approp.ridte u~n!t! ds clef ine¢ abov; gwhen. thf   who.Ie   b_a_rpn];.-t_er-is   f tt   arc    and   subject   ~t6
standal.d  gravity,  9&0.665  cm|s2.

The  adoption  of  the  new   units   and   standard   instrumental   conditions,
defined above and officially implemented from  lst January,  1955,  removes the
sources of confusion and liability to error associated witfi the varied conventions
which have previously governed mercury barometry. Fuller details will be found
n  B.S.  2520  (re/  j).

TYPES    OF    BAROMETER
Mercury  barometers  fall  broadly into  two  categories.

The Fortin Barometer (jg.  2) is the most commonly used instrument of the
type in which settings are made on botb the base and the summit of the baro-

E:t¥ecv:]°]:fmtnh.eA]3;:Sren±;eartc:e;tusruerpafc]ets]sdefi8u|u;Sh:h£;'::f3£:tt:#no¥aarfi%€£c:8i

g:]tEt€:ceeaFer%[ft£:efdnsjtnrutEee::.oE£:tahdej:::£::ta£%da:£jrer::3obnyd]£ga¥:t%ftfesczreer£
which, acting on a leather bag forrfung tbe lower part of the cistern, raises the
mercury.

The simple U-tube manometer is another example of this category, provided
that  both  limbs  are read  against  the  scale.

;i:i:ie§d:e;:;si;i;n;:;a§ii;§t§i;e]:::ii!:I:i:,]ji:h;i¥:iii;i§i|:c:;;;i::;::;c#:tr;§a£:i:i;§iiysi::i[3;§jeia;i:S:v;e;i
the effective cross sectional areas of tfie tube and cistern. In practice, tbe lengtb
of a unit division on. tbe scale of a Kew barometer is not usually less than 0.95 of
tfie lengtfi of the corresponding division  on tbe scale of a Fortin barometer.

whAe:;g:£9£:nrte8ii::e%ieabeFtgret::tbhaersoe::'t°ertyfge[Sn%:B::%Fnetteorfs?h°eu]qdugentn£:jegi
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or  subtracting  mercury.  It also  follows  that  Kew  barometers•,1_    i___^_A+ii-a   onA    4hic   t`Jl

au;£i;Drov-a-riation is by no means unusual.
Capillary  depression in barometer

respond to the

:#grne¥3r:nh¥:i:E:ff:fenietrec:rpyer¥#tet:gep£::;gefr%nmdttb¥;:¥Ptehe°iob£::¥#%r

or   suuufluu..i£;   ALLVLvuL,.   I.~.~~   .__._  _   _

CHOICE    OF    BAROMETER
Consideration  must  first  be  given  to  the  choice  of  a  suitable  bore  of  tube

::--:-_---iii_--:-:ii:-i--i_:--1--_-i::i-:--i:----i::-::--i:---i:-i::i----ii-::i-_:::-::i::ii_::-

instead  of the  angle  of contact  with  which  it  is  associated.  Meniscus  heigbts
varying  between  the  two  va|¥3: `Ei_v.:.p`^a]re  quite  likely  to  be  experienced,  and

tubes of various diameters

Meniscus height (mm)

Difference in capillary depression

Bore of tube (mm)

6                            8              i             10            1            12

0.95 mb   i)   0.50 mb   li   0.28 mb

o.7o            1o.36            'o.20

0.14             `   0.0811-_
:tte£:fet#::£ef:gfs:¥hsatna%eEhma.tfig::sv:F,;:cve;;sw.ooff,%#::_¥pbpf¥+:±y:pal:i;;c±ea::I:

Pn°rceo:tftokfett#ebeb]asr%ett::nwi¥hTFc.rFa::::.+b'o';'e,Y'iut"isv'f;.i'uarat;'t-iai-iormany
laboratory purposes  an  8  mm bore may be regarded  as  satisfactory.

ifeiilr;e:n;C:o;:i::3:°u:f§:::h:lit:§h:;ta:8;;:Pirifir?:n§:;;;:§f:diai§iji::e:::ci§;a:4olhi;teinblf:::e;;:d:i;hi::g;
i:tt#:Ctrwug£Lym°6fst:?Fh:thu°.dt#eng::rvaa[i::tidceha8tfi:rt¥:§gipd;:[farytfeeprbeescs;%3:lilli:iiiib:n:t[;:;i:;i:£Pi;i:i:isii]:i§t§::;iieitfijait;ijt!:;I:ai:¥:;:;::%i§:iij8;:;::::i§tb:e:a;i:iiigiij

surfaces, tbe tube diameter may be reduced without impairing the accuracy.

Considering  the  relative  merits  of  the  two  types  of barometers,  a  Fortin

:=ie¥;i;ti:¥:::;n:ae[:t§jt:i§ori:uC]:i:§s:i;::iai§:e;f#i:1:¥g::a%:::;e::e]:?g*ti:t;:;i:::¥ir;e:isi:i;:

£rso¥h:h:avfgattfok:;c%E[£]aFordt:£r::Sit::±ne::se:;fst:i:,swag:hcTs:gr:edrEeag£:::rq
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(a)

FIG.  2.    Fortin type  barometer (diagrammatic)

(a)   Basic form of barometer, together with cistern in section.
®)   A patented form of cistern.

6



(a)

(.b)

FIG.  3.    Kew type barometers  (diagrammatic). in meteorology the pattern (a)  is almost exclusively
employed, and when used at sea the movement of the mercury is  damped by a coustrictiofl in the
tube. The pattern (b) is adapted for measuring pressures in an enclose'd system. A variatioD of this
type  of barometer  having two offset cisterns  permits  the measurement of pressures down  to zero.

7



However, provided the barometer is tapped before reading (seep. j/), this effect
seldom exceeds  ±0.05  mb  and,  for general use,  the  Kew barometer possesses
a number of features which deserve consideration.  As,  by  design,  a  setting on
the upper mercury surface only is required, the  instrument can be made more
robust than  the  Fortin  barometer and it remains useful if the mercury in the
cistern becomes  fouled.  Further, it is not nearly so  sensitive to errors  of verti-
catity as is the Fortin and it is  somewhat cheaper for a given size of tube.

' If it  is  required  to  measure  pressures  other  than  the   ambient   atmospheric

E:ezszst:I(ejg.£S3%;:eisfiaery[eta°tE:r°Vb±g:%frftgr;ga±:t:tg££t8isrt:rmne€et:efaxtte%:tcu°nnsnue£:i[on]8
for this purpose and Kew type instruments a\re universally used.

Both  Fortin  and  Kew  barometers  are  available  commercially;  the  Fortin
may  be  obtained in  a variety  of tube  sizes  but  the  Kew  is  usually fitted  with
an 8 mm tube if it is designed for measuring ambient pressures. Kew barometers
designed for measuring pressures other than the ambient pressure, !..e. pressures
in  an  enclosed  system,  can  be  obtained.  They  usually  have 0.5  in.  (12.7  mm)
bore  tubes  and  scales down to 70 mb, 50 mmHg and 2 inHg, though double-
cistern  instruments  reading  down  to  zero  pressure  are  now  coming  on  the
market.  This  type  of barometer  is  usually  designed  for  bench  mounting.

THE    BAROMETER    IN    USE
TRANSPORT   AND   STORAGE

Fortin  and  Kew  barometers  should  be  transported  only  in  the  inverted
position, or with the cistern considerably above the other end of the instrument.
The tube then remains full of mercury and damage due to  surging is avoided.
The  procedure  for  dismounting  a  barometer  for  storage  or  transportation  is
described  below;   for  re-mounting  the  barometer  the  procedure   should  be
reversed.

Forfz.73  fypc  OaromeJcrs.  The  adjusting  screw  at  the  bottom  of the  cistern  is
first raised until the cistern is  full.  The barometer is then taken from its  hook
and  s/ow/);  inclined  until  the  mercury  g€7€f/j;  reaches  the  top  of the  vacuum
space,  when the barometer may  be placed horizontal.  At this  stage the cistern
screw  is  further  tightened  until  only  a  little  air  remains  in  the  cistern  (it  is
important that some air snould remain tQ  provide  for the possibirity  of a rise
in temperature and Consequent expansion of the mercury). The barometer may
then  be  inverted.

Hew  fj{pc  ba!ro"efers.  The  barometer  should  be  f/ow/j/  inclined  until  the
mercury ggj?f/); reaches the top of the tube.  The barometer can then be placed
horizontal,  or  inverted,  as  desired.

There is  little likelihood  of air  entering the  tube  as  a result  of inverting  or
re-erecting  a barometer unless  the instrument is  old  and the cistern is  foul.

On account of their vulnerability, mercury barometers are usually transported
under  personal  convoy,  except  that  long  range  Kew  type  instruments  (often
known   as   "gauge"   or  "test"   barometers)   are  customarily  sent   over  long
distances  in  a  special crate  designed  and  adequately  labelled  to  minimize  the
risk of damage.

On receipt after transport, it is wise to be alert for signs of the loss of mercury.
This is particularly important with Kew type instruments  on  account of their
consequent. change  of performance.

a



INSTALLATION

Before installing the barometer a simple check on the quality of the vacuum

igfic:fmmaeyrcbuery?:£edbg%nhtpy]dt]anpgp:::tbbaer°b%tett:L]%:[iE:dc[Ss°te¥::tat#yu,b£]]tshJtuhs:
palm of the hand.  If the sound produced at the top of the tube by this action is
sharp  and metallic  tfie vacuum  space is  likely  to  be in  good  condition.  If the
sound  is  soft  and  woolly,  some  deterioration  may  be  suspected.  Witfi  the
barometer  in  a  Horizontal  position,  the  presence  of air  may  be  detected  by
removing  the  scale  cap  and  inspecting  th^e  bubble,  visible  at  tbe  top  of  tbe
tube.  Tbe following table gives  a rougb guide  to  the  amount  of depression  ot-
the  mercury  cofumn,  in  service  at  1000  mb,  when  the  air  bubble,  measured
when  the  barometer is  horizontal,  has the  stated  diameter.  It  is  assumed that
the  loco mb mark is about  10 cm below the top of the tube.

Appi.oximate depression at roco mb due  to air  in the vacuum space

Diameter of air bubble at
apressur(emomf)]coomb

Internal   diameter   (mm)   of   barometer   tube

8110

0.02 mb

0.14

0.01  mb

0.09

1.2                       1       0.7                       I       0.5

This test does not detect the presence of vapour  (water-vapour  for examplej
in  the  tube,  but  the  likelihood  of entry  of a  significant  quantity  of vapour  is
much less  than  that  of air.

In choosing the position for setting up a barometer it is most important that
the  temperature  conditions  at  the  proposed  site  be  carefully  examined.  At  a
pressure  of 1000 mb  a  barometer reading changes   by about 0.16  mb for  1°C
change in temperature.  Since the thermometer attached to the barometer only
gives  the  temperature  at  a  restricted  part  of  the  column  it  is  evident  that
significant   errors   can   be   incurred   through   excessive   vertical   temperature
gradients.  These  are  often  larger  than  is  suspected.  Though  the  thermometer
is usually situated with its bulb about half way up the mercury column, because
it is then  more likely to take up the mean temperature of the column than if
it were placed, for example,  in the mercury in the cistern,  a barometer should
nevertheless be mounted where temperature conditions are likely to be uniform.
It is also  desirable that the rate of change of temperature with time should be
small. The thermal time constant (j?g. 4) of the mercury column of an ordinary
barometer is 20 or 30 minutes and that of the bulb of its attached thermometer,
enclosed within the scale tube, is perhaps  10 minutes. Excessive ra.tes of rise or
fall  in  temperature  are  therefore  liable  to  cause  a  difference   between  the
temperature indicated  by the  thermometer  and  the  actual  temperature  of the
mercury column.  Errors from both these sources can  be largely avoided if the
barometer  is  mounted  away  from  radiators9  frequently used  doors  and  direct
sunlight.  Enclosing the instrument in  a glazed case helps  to reduce  the effects
of draughts  and  the  presence  of the  observer's body.

The cursor of a barometer is set to the mercury meniscus by eye and therefore
the  lighting conditions  should  be  such  that  this  setting  can  be  made  without
strain.  Good  diffuse  general  room  lighting  is  desirable  and  it  is  necessary  to

0
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FIG.4.chaRn:'eat;3n{e£°5e:;#u::I,ytfehggntgimt:¥g:::L::sesaiE::amggrnattuart:'dip£::e:g;:ate°f

^c± themal time constant of the mercury column.
^t±thermal  time  constant  of the  themometer,  the  bulb  of which  is

within the barometer scale tube.
6la±temperature of the air.
Ot ± temperature indicated by the thermometer.
Oc = temperature of the mercury column.

d9a/dt=do!//dt=doc/dt=K
0t-Oc±K (^c~ ^t)  .  .  .  (re/ 3)

ba:;nmc:ti:tshheo:T¥abt:°:gu=€gg'sAo£:htfte[yse¥c£:fe[[Fse[#i:fi.th|:Cp°r]aucE:;£hdoe£¥¥e:
it is sufficient if tbe instrument is used mounted in the same attitude as when
calibrated.  When  an  accurate  Kew  tiarometer  is  deflected  from  the  vertical
through a small angle 4¢ the error of the new reading A, ignoring smaller errors

10



due to the tilt of the cursor and the changed meniscus form, is Jt (1 -cos 4¢).
Tbe error would thus be less than  1  part in 6000 for 4¢ as great as  1°,  and it
follows  that  an  adequate reproducibility  of the  angle  of deflection is  achieved

fau:s3tib::esr::mka=:ene;:i;er;1:sWp:ed:d:e:d[b3a¥ns8fef=s:£e3[:fr:rh¥e]i;oe§}[Sv8e:nf§:n:tnFo¥ngd:js:,s¥ge:i
prevent the barometer from corfung freely to its rest position.  Kew barometers
designed for bench, mounting are provided with spirit levels and levelling screws.

Greater care is required in mounting Fortin barometers  because, in addition
to the cosine error, they are subject to an error given by / sin 4¢, where / is the
borizontal displacement of the fiducial point from the axis  of the tube.  Fortin
barometers  are  calibrated  at  the  N.P.L.  with  their  axes  of rotation  vertical.-This condition is secured if the instrument is so mounted tbat when tbe mercury

is set to the fiducial point it remains set tbroughout a complete rotation of the
barometer.  In  service,  Fortin  barometers  should  be  similarly  mounted.

OBSERVATIONAL    PROCEDURE

Since  the presence  of the  observer's  body  influences  the  thermometer more
rapidly than it does the mercury column it is desirable first to read the barometer
thermometer. If the barometer is of the Fortin type the mercury in the cistern
should then  be raised nearly to  the pointer.

The barometer sbould next be tapped so as  to avoid excessive errors  due  to

ij:iii't::::E:::!ii:iiii;!iriisiitt:tis:ci;:;s!;;;:r;ig3;aisi:i:i:tin:teit;;rg;i;:;;¥ii;;i;:t;:::te;;;ibg;

I:ngfl|::e:ro:::::::hgt:h:eii:i;e::¥siE::°£¥h;e::b:i¥::o::::irn#u:)t;h::bse}:ii:t;iL:etti¥£P:i:i:£b:y:i:a:c::
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calls  for  no  comment.

On completing an o6servation on a Fortin barometer the mercury should be
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CORRECTION    OF    READINGS
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conditions.  In  practice,  a slight residual error of adjustment  almost inevitably
exists,  and  this  is  allowed  for  by  applying at  each point  a  correction,  known
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is  necessary  on  account  of capillarity,  as barometers  are  adjusted  to  give  true
pressure  readings,  and  verified,  with  the  tube  and  cistern  menisci  in  average
conditions.  The  effect  of departures  from average  conditions  can  normally  be
neglected when using barometers  of standard type provided the recommended
precaution  of preliminary  tapping is  adopted.

Fc"perczf"rc  correcfz.o77.  The  need  for  correcting barometer  readings  for  the
effect of variation of temperature on the length of the scale and on the density
of  the  mercury  has  already  been  indicated.  In  practice  these  two  effects  are
anowed  for  simultaneously.  A  comprehensive  set  of  temperature  correction
tables  is  included  in  B.S.  2520  (re/.  J)  to  which  reference  may  also  be  made
for the formula5 on which the corrections are based.  The effect of a change in
temperature  on  a  barometer  of  the  Fortin  category  is  proportional  to  the
reading of the barometer and to the difference between the coefficient of cubic`al
expansion of the mercury and the linear expansion of the scale. As pointed out
by  Gould  (rc/.  4)  the  effect  on  a  Kew  type  instrument  is  greater  by  a  small
quantity which (broadly) takes into account the relative change with temperature
of the volumes of the mercury and the cistern. This quantity is independent of
the  barometer reading but is  proportional  to  y/4,  where  y is the volume  of
mercury in  the  instrument  and .4  is  the  horizontal cross  sectional  area  of the
cistern.  Accordingly  the  temperature  corrections  appficabie  to  Fortin  baro-
meters  and to  different designs  of Kew barometer differ slightly.  Certain Kew
type  barometers  are  fitted  with  correcting  devices,  operating  on  the  distance
between the setting edge and the cursor scale. These devices, preset so as to match
local  conditions  of  temperature  and  latitude  (5ee  gravity  correction  below),
automatically modify the barometer reading to accord with that relating to the
same pressure when the barometer is under the standard instrumental conditions
0°C and g±980.665  cm/s2.

Gr¢v!.f}7 red"cfz.o77.   The correction of a barometer reading to correspond with
standard  gravity  980®665  cm/s2  should  be based on the local value of gravity.
In practice, as local gravity has in many places not been measured, the appropn-
ate  barometric  correction  is  usually  made  by reference to  the  latitude  of the
barometer (and the height above mean sea level if this is considerable) ; the value
of gravity at mean sea level in latitude 45° is assumed together with the normal
variation  with  latitude  and  height.  This  procedure  takes  no  account  of local
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barometric accuracy the corrections to standard gravity based on latitude and
height  can  be  accepted.  These  corrections,  together  with  full  details  of their
derivations, may be found in B.S. 2520 (ref.  I).

Reduction  of  pressure  from  barometer  level  to  _anoth_e!  I.evel.   .AL ba!Io:m!e;Ppr
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static  effect  of the  intervening  air  column  must  be  taken  into  account.  This
effect  is  bigger  than  is  commonly  realized;  for  instance,  at  normal  sea  level
pressures  the  effect  of a  3-foot  difference  in  altitude  is  about  0.1  mb  and  an
allowance of over 0.3 mb may have to be made if the barometer is on a different
floor from the apparatus where a knowledge  of the  pressure is required.  The
allowance  depends  on  the density of the air.  When deducing the atmospheric
pressure   from   that   measured   at  a  slightly different level,  for example  in  a
building,  the  following  values  per  foot  of air column may be used:  0.036 mb,
0.027  mmHg.  or 0.0011  inHg.     The greater the altitude,  the less the pressure.



Example of. the  correction Of barometer  I.eadings

Observational  data

Fortin  barometer with millibar scale
Thermometer reading
Barometer reading      ....

.     19.6OC

1023 .6 mb
Location  of barometer      Latitude 53°N,  650 ft above Mean sea Level

Required

Pressure at a point  12 ft above the level of the cistern of the barometer.

Application of corrections

Thermometer reading  ®

Thermometer correction        .          .          .

... Temperature         .           .           .

Barometer reading        .

Index correction

Temperature correction         .

Gravity correction         .           ®

.®®Pressure  at level  of barometer cistern      .

Reduction  to  point   12  ft  above  baro-

meter cistern    .           .

.®.Required   pressure   at   the   point   12   ft

above barometer cistern    .

Final rounded value     .          .

19.6OC

+0.2          (see note  1)

19.8OC

1023.6    mb

~0.1           (see note  i)

~3.30       (seenote2)

+0.62       (sec'note3)

1020.82   mb

-0.43       (5cenote4)

1020.39   inb

1020.4   mb

Note      i.     Corrections from N.P.L.  certificate.

2.    Temperature correction to 0° C, from Table 5 of B.S. 2520.
For   a   Kew   type   barometer   (M.O.  pattern)  the  corres-
ponding correction from Table 9 would be -3 .45 mb.

3.    Gravity  correction  to  standard  gravity,  from  Tables   16
and 20 (+0.69-0.07± +0.62mb).

4.     Reduction  of pressure to  another level,  from  Table 21.
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TESTING    OF    BAROMETERS    AT    N.P.L.

The N.P.L.  undertakes  the  testing of mercury  barometers.  Details  of the test
made  can  be  obtained  on  application   to  the  Director,  National  Physical
Laboratory,  Teddington,  Middlesex.  There  are  advantages  in  arrandng  for
the   barometer   to   be   submitted   to   the   N.P.L.   by   the   manufacturer   or
supplier  for  test,  on  purchase  or repair,  because of the hazards  of transport.
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will be extended to  barometers  which were in  service  before the issue of this
Standard  but  have  not  yet  been  converted  to  comply  with it.  The  pressure
scales   of  such   barometers   must,   however,   be  inscribed  with  the  legends
required  by  Section  4 (Page  9)  of the  Standard.
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cisterns) is carried out in a large chamber in which the pressure is adjusted to
any desired atmospheric level and kept constant to weu within  ±0.01  mb by
means of a barostat (re/.  5). When necessary, the working standard barometer
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however,  shortly  enable  direct  checks  to  be made  from  first  principles  at  all
barometric pressures.
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